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This hands-on lab covers data mining techniques using 

Autodesk® AutoCAD® Map 3D and Autodesk® Storm 

and Sanitary Analysis software. We cover how to 

effectively use existing and created GIS layers to 

streamline creation of pre- and post-development 

drainage map drawings and to then import the data into 

Storm and Sanitary Analysis to create hydrographs. We 

examine technical workflows and provide useful tips for 

analyzing soils and pervious/impervious data. 

CLASS SUMMARY



At the end of this class, you will be able to:

 Describe the preplanning process required prior to analyzing soils and 

their pervious or impervious state with Map 3D

 Attach data for impervious and pervious areas

 Analyze GIS layers in Map 3D

 Create catchment and sub basins using various methods

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES



LECTURE



LECTURE

*Image obtained from http://magicvalley.com/news/local/twin-falls/large-commercial-development-again-moving-toward-fruition-in-twin-falls/article_884caf54-f97e-53b9-a00d-676acf636281.html / http://www.bostonheights.org/News/Alnola/ http://cheezburger.com/template/3417140 http://shipitontheside.com/

 Describe the preplanning process 

required prior to analyzing soils 

and the sites pervious or 

impervious areas with Map 3D or 

Civil 3D.

http://magicvalley.com/news/local/twin-falls/large-commercial-development-again-moving-toward-fruition-in-twin-falls/article_884caf54-f97e-53b9-a00d-676acf636281.html /
http://www.bostonheights.org/News/Alnola/
http://cheezburger.com/template/3417140


 Attach data for impervious and 

pervious areas

LECTURE



 Attach data for impervious and 

pervious areas

LECTURE



 Analyze GIS layers in Map 3D

LECTURE



 Analyze GIS layers in Map 3D

LECTURE



DEMO



Please pay attention to the screen,
I will demonstrate the next activity…..

DEMO



LETS REVIEW..



ACTIVITY

 Now YOU will work on this activity where YOU attach object data to 

your shapes as well as import theses shapes for FDO import and 

analysis.



LETS REVIEW..



LECTURE



 Create catchment and sub basins 

using various methods
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 Create catchment and sub basins 

using various methods
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Please pay attention to the screen,
I will demonstrate the next activity…..

DEMO



LETS REVIEW..



ACTIVITY

 Now YOU will work on this activity where YOU attach object data to 

your shapes as well as import theses shapes for FDO import and 

analysis.



LETS REVIEW..



Did we….

 Describe the preplanning process required prior to analyzing soils and 

their pervious or impervious state with Map 3D

 Attach data for impervious and pervious areas

 Analyze GIS layers in Map 3D

 Create catchment and sub basins using various methods

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES



QUESTIONS
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